
Text appears: Razer Blade 14 

A pair of red and green energy streaks tear across a dark, cloudy mountain range. 

Text appears: The ultimate 14” gaming laptop 

The red and green energy streaks collide, materializing into an AMD Ryzen chip. 

Text appears: Ultra powerful 

The chip flies and slots into a motherboard, which is similarly flying across a 3D wireframe canyon. 

Text appears: AMD Ryzen™ 9 6900HX. More power. More boost. 

The shot zooms in to the motherboard as a graphics card materializes. 

Text appears: Up to NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3080 Ti. Up to 16gb GDDR6 VRAM. 

The laptop flips to its underside, revealing its ram sticks. 

Text appears: DDR5 4800MHz memory. 50% faster clock speeds. 

The shot zooms in to reveal the ram sticks glowing with green energy. 

We cut to a separate piece of the laptop chassis as a layer of ice forms across its surface. 

Text appears: Next-gen liquid vapor chamber. Industry-leading performance. 

It flies forward and slots into the main laptop chassis, which is still flying across a mountain range. 

Text appears: Ultra portable. 

The laptop flips in mid-air and shows off its slim side profile. 

Text appears: 0.66” x 8.66” x 12.59”. Super small. Super compact. 

Zoom out to a wider shot of the laptop flying as green energy streaks trail behind it. 

Text appears: Up to 11hrs of battery life. All-day mobility. 

The laptop swings in mid-air and obliterates a bunch of incoming rocks. 

Text appears: All aluminum CNC chassis. Incredibly durable. Incredibly light. 

The laptop screen begins to open. 

Text appears: Ultra fast. 

Camera moves in closer to the laptop display. 

As the laptop continues to fly across the canyon, green and red energy streaks start to fill the screen as 

it travels faster and faster. 

Text appears: QHD 165Hz display. Buttery-smooth gameplay. 

Text appears: Our most powerful 14” gaming laptop. 



Text appears: The world’s smallest 14” gaming laptop*. *Smallest 14” gaming laptop measured in 

volume as of 1/4/22. 

Text appears: The fastest 14” display**. **Fastest refresh rate in 14” gaming laptop, based on the QHD 

165Hz model as of 1/4/22. 

Text appears: The ultimate 14” gaming laptop. 

The laptop stops travelling and teleports to a sci-fi looking environment teeming with red and green 

energy streaks. 

Text appears: Razer Blade 14. 

The Razer wordmark appears together with the Nvidia GeForce RTX logo, AMD Ryzen logo, and the Razer 

Chroma RGB logo. 

Razer logo appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


